DETAIL WITHOUT LOOP

- Assume anchor midpoint of tracer run
- SS bands (Typ)
- See note 2

DETAIL WITH LOOP

- Minimize the use of vertical loops
- Straight run from loop anchor to change of direction
- 8 m max.
- 15 m max. when multiple loops are used
- 15 m max.

NOTES:
1. Do not support, anchor or guide tracer closer than 600 mm at 90° change in direction.
2. Stainless steel tubing shall be held in place by 304 SS banding 1/2"x0.015" C/W 304 SS wingseals. All banding will be applied on approx. 600 mm centres.
3. Total effective loop length (2x"A") not less than 600 mm for 8 m run and not less than 1 m for 15 m total run length, "B"=approx. 400 min.

For anchors details see piping standard drawing GT-013

For guides:
1 band (for tracer to move)

Expansion loops at midpoint of anchors
Preferred loop location

NOTE 3